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LAYOFFS:  WHAT TO DO AT
THE “MOMENT OF TRUTH”

The layoff and reemployment of classified employees for lack of funds or lack of work

is governed by Education Code sections 45101 [88001], 45114 [88014], 45115 [88015],

45117 [88017], 45298 [88117] and 45308 [88127].  The key wording is “layoff for lack of

funds or lack of work.”  A 1975 Attorney General Opinion, as well as subsequent PERB

decisions substantially limit a district’s ability to reduce the work hours of classified

employees.

Most regular layoff scenarios are based on a lack of funds or lack of work.  In the

current fiscal climate, a layoff for lack of funds is the norm.  A district is within its rights to

reduce its workforce in order to preserve funds and is not required to divert funds from

other programs n order to preserve existing staffing levels.  A district decision t layoff

employees does not require prior agreement with the bargaining unit of the affected

employees although the district is required to negotiate over the "effects" of its decision if

an exclusive representative makes a formal demand to bargain.  The layoff option

maintains the control necessary for the district to implement decisions that preserve its

fiscal position while protecting employees to the extent possible.

This office advises that districts NOT take action to reduce the assigned work hours

of classified employees.  If a district relies on a "reduction of hours" it leaves itself open to

the requirement that the district and the exclusive representative negotiate an agreement

prior to implementation.  Failure to agree can delay implementation for a protracted period,

thereby negating the financial benefit that was the original goal.  It is important to

remember that a reduction in employee work hours that are the result of displacement

(bumping)rights of more senior employees do not require negotiations prior to

implementation and “effects” bargaining centers more around the “who” (which employee)

rather than the “why” of the decision to reduce the workforce.

The Education Code specifies that classified employee seniority shall be determined

by “hours in paid status” which is probably the most complicated and difficult seniority

system to administer.  Imagine a scenario where some, but not all, leaves of absence

would change the seniority list as a function of the hours worked by each employee.  In

point of fact, most programs are based on hire date within the specific classification and
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higher classifications as the statute allows the district and exclusive representative to

negotiate and define “length of service” to mean the hire date.  

Seniority lists should include dates for service in all classifications where the

employee is or has been assigned and employees should agree, in writing, as to the

accuracy of the seniority list.  This office suggests that, if it has not already been done,

each district should inform each classified employee, in writing, of his or her date of hire

in each classification as shown in district records.  The employee is then required to

respond in writing and to notify the district of any potential discrepancy.

Upon determination of the employees affected by the reduction in force, they are

notified 45 days prior to the effective date of the layoff by means of a letter defining their

rights according to their seniority.  These notifications range from a letter thanking them for

their services to one indicating that they may have rights to displace (bump) other

employees.  Thus, employees not directly affected by the layoff can be displaced by senior

employees who have also accrued seniority in that particular classification.  (Employees

accrue seniority in the classification where they are currently assigned and in all lower

classes where they have been previously assigned.)  The district’s formal notice of layoff

is required to be served on the affected employee or employees in person at least 45 days

prior to the effective date.  If an employee is unavailable or unwilling to accept personal

service, the district should contact our office for guidance.

Upon completion of the reduction, the emphasis switches to employee’s

post-employment rights and reemployment.   Reemployment is handled in the inverse

order of layoff.  Employee's statutory rights are:

! Placement on a 39-month rehire list;

! Freedom to accept or reject offers of employment without jeopardizing their

position on the rehire list;

! If the employee has accepted a voluntary demotion or reduction in hours, they

are entitled to an additional 24 months of rehire rights (total 63 months);

! Any employee who has accepted a voluntary demotion or reduction in hours has

the first right of refusal to return to the position from which they were displaced;

! An employee may choose retirement to avoid being laid off or in lieu of a job

offer as a result of displacement rights and is eligible for 39 months of rehire

rights.  (In the event of a recall, the district is obliged to maintain the vacancy

until the Board of Administration of the Public Employees Retirement System

has properly processed the request for reinstatement from retirement.)

! An employee has a right to an offer of employment where they meet the

minimum qualifications for the position in question.
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OUTPLACEMENT

Most employees who have chosen government service as a career never anticipated

layoffs or other personnel actions more commonly found in the private sector.  In point of

fact, the best analogy of the current situation is the dot.com meltdown (Attachment 1) at

the turn of the current century.  In the space of one year the industry went from one which

sought and hired employees in one of the most competitive markets in recent history to

wholesale terminations resulting in the loss of over 156,000 jobs in 12 months.  The current

debacle in the financial markets isn't too far off the mark either (Attachment 2). 

Accordingly, many of those employees had been recruited at graduation and had no other

“real world” experiences to draw on.  There would appear to be some similarities between

that industry and our own from the standpoint of people trained in one discipline who now

find themselves in a market where there is a glut of qualified personnel (as opposed to the

situation when they made their career decision), and are now faced with the need to make

an informed decision regarding their future.

There are many private enterprises willing to accept exorbitant fees to assist

individuals with career change or job placement decisions, but most employees can neither

afford them nor have a real need for that level of sophistication.  However, most employees

in either the private or public sector are woefully unprepared for the reality of

unemployment, particularly in our current economic situation.  It is important the employees

(both certificated/academic and classified) view school and community college districts and

county offices of education as caring employers for whom they would like to work when the

opportunity again arises.  

There are FREE services available to employees who have lost their employment as

a result of economic woes (see folder provided).  One such organization is the Career

Services Center which provides services such as:

& Supportive environment;

& Labor market and unemployment insurance information;

& Job search workshops and assistance such as . . .

" Resume writing

" Interviewing tips

" Networking 

" Career counseling and planning

" Skills assessment

" Training programs (some training programs can extend UI benefits for up

to 59 weeks)
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" Access to resources

" Incentives for business to train through on-the-job instruction

These services are provided through centralized locations, but intake and initial

counseling services are provided at the location from which multiple layoffs are occurring. 

The 45-day period after notification is an ideal time to schedule a visit from this

organization to interview your prospective layoffs and get them into the “system.”   Other

referrals they can offer would be college placement offices for recent grads, the

county-wide sub list in the HR department, the job placement assistance through EDJOIN

and the CALJOBS project administered by the EDD. 

While the news of a layoff can be a bitter pill to swallow, the information that can lead

to mitigation of their current situation is a service we can provide regardless of how small

our HR department is.
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Friday, July 5, 2002 

History lesson: Online archive of dot-coms

Sacramento Business Journal - by Douglas Caldwell Guest Writer

Where do the business plans of the sock puppets, the grocery delivery services, the teen e-zines go when

those dot-com businesses die? 

If the University of Maryland's Robert H. Smith School of Business and San Francisco's

Webmergers.com succeed, those business plans will go into a business plan archive, a Web-based

initiative designed to create a permanent record of the historic dot-com era. 

Businessplanarchive.org will collect business-planning documents that entrepreneurs and researchers can

use to learn from past business successes and failures. 

The site will enable former executives, employees, investors and customers who were part of the Internet

boom and bust to submit business plans, marketing plans, technical plans, venture presentations and other

business documents from Internet startups -- successes and failures. 

The archive will collect such materials as e-mails, PowerPoint slide presentations, audio files, Java

applets, and other electronic documentation. 

Webmergers.com will contribute data and analysis from its extensive database of information on

technology mergers and acquisitions and dot-com shutdowns and bankruptcies. 

Such woes continue. 

There were 684 jobs cut by dot-com firms in June, bringing the total to 150,047 since outplacement firm

Challenger, Gray & Christmas Inc., began its special monthly survey exactly 24 months ago. The June

tally was 67 percent lower than May's job cuts. It was 93 percent lower than June 2001. 

Douglas Caldwell wrote this piece for the San Jose Business Journal, a sister publication.

All contents of this site © American City Business Journals Inc. All rights reserved.
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crain’s new york business.com

Citigroup's layoff of 52,000 makes history

By Aaron Elstein                  Published: November 17, 2008 - 8:38 am

Citigroup Inc.'s reduction of 52,000 employees announced on Monday is the second-largest job cut ever

undertaken by any company on record, according to consulting firm Challenger Gray & Christmas.

Only the 1993 bloodbath at Big Blue, when IBM let go 60,000 people, was larger. Put another way, the number

of jobs being eliminated at Citi is equal to the total amount lost throughout the entire U.S. financial services

industry in 2006, according to Challenger Gray.

The cuts figure to have a severe impact on the New York economy, considering that Citi is the city's

second-largest private employer behind only the New York-Presbyterian Healthcare System, according to

Crain's research. Citi had 27,000 staffers in the city in 2005, according to the most recent available data. That

number has likely shrunk since then because Citi had already laid off 23,000 employees, or 6% of its

worldwide workforce, heading into Monday's news that it would sack another 20% in what it called "the

near-term"—a phrase that seems designed to leave room for additional job cuts later.

In a presentation to employees Monday morning, Citi said it will wind up with about 300,000 staffers, or 75,000

fewer than it had at the end of last year. In doing so, it will shrink operating costs to about $50 billion a year.

Citi had $63 billion of non-interest expenses last year.

Half of the job cuts will be achieved through divestitures, such as the previously announced sale of Citi's

German banking business, and the rest are new cuts across the board.

New York state Attorney General Andrew Cuomo called the job losses "sad and disturbing" and urged Citi

executives to follow the lead of Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and announce that they will not be receiving

bonuses this year.

"It would send exactly the wrong message for Citigroup's top brass to collect bonuses while investors,

taxpayers, and now Citigroup's own employees suffer," Mr. Cuomo said in a statement. 

Investors weren't impressed with the scale of layoffs at Citi, driving the stock down another 7% Monday. The

stock is down 70% this year and trades at levels unseen since 1996 due to billions in mortgage-related losses

over the past 12 months.

Bill Smith, chief executive of Smith Asset Management and a Citi shareholder who accurately forecast that

the bank would need to sack 50,000 people, said investors may not be reacting more positively to the news

because they believe Citi needs to go even further and lay off an additional 10,000 to 15,000 staffers to get

costs in line with declining revenues. 

"Citi is at a tipping point like a cow in a field at midnight," wrote Douglas McIntyre on the blog 24/7W allSt.com,

alluding to the company's uncertain future.

Entire contents © 2009 

Article can be found at http:ww.crainsnewyork.com/article/20081117/FREE/811179995
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OPINION  [*643] 

 [**527]  O'ROURKE, J.--Grossmont Union High

School District (District) appeals an order granting an

extraordinary writ to require District to reemploy Charles

Joseph Tucker, Jr., in preference to new applicants for

any available position with District for which Tucker

applies and for which he is qualified. District contends

under the plain meaning of relevant statutes Tucker does

not have reemployment rights to positions outside of the

class from which he was laid off. We affirm the

judgment.

 [**528]  FAC T U AL AND  PRO CED U RAL

BACKGROUND 

Tucker began working for District in 1982 as a

general maintenance worker and after one and one-half

years was promoted to maintenance supervisor. He left

District's employ from  [***2] 1988 until 1996 during

which time he worked for another school district and

earned an MBA. In 1996 Tucker returned to work for

District and held the position of director of maintenance

and  operations. He later  assumed additional

responsibilities in connection with the building of a new

high school and compliance with the Americans with

Disabilities Act of 1990 (Pub.L. No. 101-336 (July 26,

1990) 104 Stat. 327), and some of his former

responsibilities were delegated to others. His job title

became director of operations, safety and special

projects.

District's former assistant superintendent stated that

in 2004 District asked a state agency, the County Office

Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team

(FCMAT), to review its classified management structure.

FCMAT recommended eliminating Tucker's position and

combining his duties with those of other positions to

reduce expenditures. On January 13, 2005, District's

board of trustees voted to eliminate Tucker's position

because of lack of work and/or lack of funds. He was laid

off effective April 2005.

In April 2005 Tucker applied for the position of

maintenance manager with District. According to
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District's human resources director, this position was of a

lower class  [***3] and had different job responsibilities

than Tucker's previous position. Although Tucker was

qualified for the position, District hired someone else, an

individual who had never before worked for District.

Tucker petitioned for a writ of mandate. He alleged

District illegally laid him off; it did not comply with his

?bumping rights," which he claimed gave him the right to

move into a job held by a current employee; and it

violated his right to reemployment under Education Code

section 45298,  which gives  [*644]  employees laid off1

for lack of work or lack of funds reemployment

preference over new applicants. He also petitioned for

declaratory relief.

1   Statutory references are to the Education Code

unless otherwise specified.

The superior court granted Tucker's petition in part

and denied it in part. The court found District had

legitimately laid off Tucker for lack of work and/or lack

of funds and Tucker had no "bumping rights." The court

also found Tucker had and continues to have the right to

be reemployed in preference to new applicants under

section 45298, and this right was violated when he was

not reemployed in April 2005 as maintenance manager.

The court found section 45298 does not limit  [***4]

reemployment to a job only within a particular

classification. It stated in order to exercise his right to

reemployment, Tucker must apply for an available

position and satisfy the qualifications promulgated by

District for the position sought. The court declined to

award damages without prejudice to Tucker seeking

damages in a separate action.

DISCUSSION 

District contends the court erred by finding section

45298 provides Tucker with the right to be reemployed

by District in preference to new applicants for any

position for which he applies and for which he is

qualified. It argues section 45298 must be read together

with section 45308, and analyzing the two statutes

together leads to the conclusion that Tucker has

preference to reemployment only for a position  [**529] 

within the class from which he was laid off.

(1) Because the resolution of this issue involves a

question of law where the facts are not in dispute, we are

not bound by the trial court's decision, but may make our

own determination. (Rodriguez v. Solis (1991) 1

Cal.App.4th 495, 502 [2 Cal. Rptr. 2d 50].) In deciding

the proper interpretation of statutes, the primary goal is to

determine the intent of the Legislature when the law was

enacted. The goal of  [***5] statutory construction is to

ascertain the Legislature's intent to effectuate the purpose

of the law. (Torres v. Automobile Club of So. California

(1997) 15 Cal.4th 771, 777 [63 Cal. Rptr. 2d 859, 937

P.2d 290].) (2) " '[E]very statute should be construed

with reference to the whole system of law of which it is a

part so that all may be harmonized and have effect.' "

(Landrum v. Superior Court (1981) 30 Cal.3d 1, 14 [177

Cal. Rptr. 325, 634 P.2d 352].)

(3) The reviewing court seeks to give the statute a

reasonable construction and to promote rather than defeat

the policy underlying the legislation. (County of Alameda

v. Johnson (1994) 28 Cal.App.4th 259, 263 [33  [*645] 

Cal. Rptr. 2d 483].) We first look at the language of the

statute, attributing to the words their plain, usual,

ordinary and commonsense meaning. (Garcia v.

McCutchen (1997) 16 Cal.4th 469, 476 [66 Cal. Rptr. 2d

319, 940 P.2d 906]; Torres v. Automobile Club of So.

California, supra, 15 Cal.4th at p. 777.) When the

statutory language is clear and unambiguous, judicial

construction is neither necessary nor proper. (Cortez v.

Purolator Air Filtration Products Co. (2000) 23 Cal.4th

163, 179 [96 Cal. Rptr. 2d 518, 999 P.2d 706].)

(4) The governing board of a school district

prescribes written rules and regulations governing the

personnel management of the classified service. (§

45113, subd. (a).) However, "the  [***6] governing

board may lay off and reemploy classified employees

only in accordance with procedures provided by Sections

45298 and 45308 ... ." (§ 45114.)

We thus examine the pertinent language of these

statutes. Section 45298 provides: "Persons laid off

because of lack of work or lack of funds are eligible to

reemployment for a period of 39 months and shall be

reemployed in preference to new applicants."

Section 45308 provides in part: "Classified

employees shall be subject to layoff for lack of work or

lack of funds. Whenever a classified employee is laid off,

the order of layoffs within the class shall be determined

by length of service. The employee who has been

employed the shortest time in the class, plus higher

classes, shall be laid off first. Reemployment shall be in

the reverse order of layoff."
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District asserts because sections 45298 and 45308

must be read together and section 45308 refers to classes

of classified employees and designates the orders for

laying off and reemploying members of a class, an

employee's rights to preference for reemployment are for

reemployment only within the class in which he or she

was formerly employed. District argues the rights do not

include any  [***7] preference for reemployment in a

lower or different class even if the laid-off employee is

qualified for the position.

(5) This argument is not persuasive. Section 45298

describes the rights of a laid-off employee in relation to

new applicants and specifies the laid-off employee has a

right to reemployment in preference to a new applicant.

Section 45308 explains the order in which members

within a class must be laid off and rehired. The language

of section 45308 is relevant to the rights of  [**530]  the

individual members of a class vis-à-vis each other. It is

not relevant to the rights of laid-off employees versus

new applicants. To take the language of section 45308

regarding the rights of class members in relation to each

other  [*646]  and interject it into the language of section

45298 that describes the reemployment rights of laid-off

employees versus new applicants would change the plain

meaning of section 45298.

(6) If the Legislature had intended to limit a laid-off

employee's right to reemployment, it easily could have

stated the former employee "shall be reemployed within

the same class from which the employee was laid off in

preference to new applicants." It did not do so, and the

language of the  [***8] statute has remained essentially

the same since it was first enacted in 1935 as section

5.798 of the former School Code. (Stats. 1935, ch. 618, §

1, p. 1745.) In other sections of the code the Legislature

has included language relating to classes of employees.

Section 45195, which applies to classified employees in

elementary and secondary schools, states an employee

who returns to work after a leave "shall be restored to a

position within the class .... and, if at all possible, to his

or her position ... ." (Italics added.) Section 88127 and

88195, which apply to classified employees in

community colleges, refer respectively to the order of

layoff of classified employees within a class and of

returning to work to a position within a class after a leave

of absence. In enacting section 45298, however, the

Legislature did not specify that the laid-off employee's

preference to reemployment over a new employee was

restricted to reemployment only in the same class from

which he was laid off. Because the Legislature did not

include this language, we conclude it did not intend to so

restrict a laid-off employee's preference to reemployment

versus a new applicant.

(7) District's suggestion that language in  [***9] the

second paragraph of section 45298 supports its

interpretation is not convincing. The second paragraph of

section 45298 states: "Employees who take voluntary

demotions ... shall be granted the same rights as persons

laid off ... provided, that the same tests for fitness under

which they qualified for appointment to a class shall still

apply." These words simply mean that employees who

took voluntary demotions and laid-off persons have the

same rights vis-à-vis each other to reemployment as long

as they are still qualified for the class of employment.

The language does not suggest that a laid-off employee's

reemployment rights versus a new applicant are restricted

to the same class from which he or she was laid off.

District's argument that reemployment preferences

under the Government Code support its argument is also

flawed. Rules for reemployment found in Government

Code sections 18904, 18905, 19054 and 19056 that refer

to placement on reemployment lists for classes of

employees are like the rights  [*647]  referred to in

section 45308 and the second paragraph of section

45298. They are relevant to the rights of former

employees in relation to each other. They do not support

District's  [***10] argument that would restrict an

employee's preference for reemployment against new

applicants to the class from which he or she was laid off.

Our California Supreme Court's analysis of another

section of the Education Code is instructive. Although, as

District points out, California Teachers Assn. v.

Governing Bd. of Rialto Unified School Dist. (1997) 14

Cal.4th 627, 632 [59 Cal. Rptr. 2d 671, 927 P.2d 1175]

(Rialto) involved interpretation of a different statute, the

court's reasoning is useful. Section 44919, subdivision

(b), provides that a limited assignment supervising pupils

in an athletic activity  [**531]  " 'shall first be made

available to teachers presently employed by the district.' "

(Rialto, at p. 632, italics omitted.) The school district had

asserted the hiring preference provided by the statute

only required it to make the application and interview

process available to current credentialed teachers. The

court, however, observed this would in effect give current

teachers no advantage over other applicants. The court
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ruled by section 44919, subdivision (b), the Legislature

intended to give preference to employment in coaching

positions to credentialed teachers currently employed by

a distric t over noncredentialed employees or

nonemployees.  [***11] (Rialto, at p. 634.) The court

noted because the district has the authority to set the

criteria it uses to determine the qualifications for the

position Section 44919, subdivision (b), does not provide

a guarantee of employment, but the preference is limited

to those applicants qualified for the coaching position

based on the criteria that the district itself creates. A

teacher applying for a coaching position would have to

show he or she meets the qualifications promulgated by

the district before the district would be prohibited from

hiring a noncredentialed employee or nonemployee in

preference to the teacher. (Rialto, at p. 644.)

Here, also, section 45298 provides a preference for a

laid-off employee vis-à-vis new applicants for

reemployment in a position for which the laid-off

employee is qualified. District's contrived reading of

sections 45298 and 45303 together could eliminate any

advantage for the laid-off employee versus a new

applicant. By requiring that the preference be available

only if the laid-off employee is applying for a position

within the exact same class from which he or she was laid

off, a district would be free to simply eliminate the

position or class after laying  [***12] off the employee,

thereby doing away with the benefit the Legislature

intended to afford to the laid-off employee by enacting

section 45298. District has broad discretion to define the

qualifications required for any position for which it seeks

applicants, thus it may ensure that only applicants who

meet the prerequisites of a given  [*648]  position will be

hired. Providing a preference for laid-off employees who

can fulfill the qualifications of a position protects both

the interests of the laid-off employee as intended by the

Legislature and the interests of the District in having an

employee qualified for the position.

(8) District's fears that an employee laid off for lack

of work and/or lack of funds will have inappropriate

priority over other employees are unfounded. Nothing in

the statutory provisions gives the laid-off employee the

right to a position currently held by another employee.

District's worries that a laid-off employee would have an

unjustifiable preference over a much better qualified new

applicant are also unwarranted. Section 45298 does not

provide a guarantee of reemployment. A district has the

ability to set its own hiring criteria for any given position

to ensure that it  [***13] may hire a well-qualified

individual to fill the position.

We also find unpersuasive District's arguments in its

reply brief regarding Gately v. Cloverdale Unified School

Dist. (2007) 156 Cal.App.4th 487 [67 Cal. Rptr. 3d 377]

(Gately). In Gately the court ruled the facts supported a

finding that an individual who had been employed as a

business manager had been laid off for legitimate fiscal

and organizational reasons. (Id. at p. 497.) The court also

ruled the former business manager was not entitled to

special notice when the position of chief financial

operations officer (CFO) became available although 

[**532]  she could have applied for the CFO position had

she chosen to do so. (Ibid.)

In Gately the former employee's position had been

eliminated and her former duties were assumed by a

CFO, the highest ranking executive after the

superintendent, and whose duties were more demanding

and required skills that the laid-off employee lacked.

(Gately, supra, 156 Cal.App.4th at p. 497.) Thus, she

was not qualified for the CFO position and would not

have a right of preference over a new applicant. By

contrast, the record indicated Tucker, who had been laid

off from a position that was eliminated, director of

operations, safety  [***14] and special projects, would

presumably have met the qualifications for the position of

maintenance manager since he earlier had been employed

as director of maintenance and operations. He should

have been afforded a preference over a new applicant.

The holding of Gately does not support District's

position.

(9) Under the provisions of sections 45298 and

45308, Tucker has preferential reemployment rights over

any new applicants to available positions for which he is

qualified. [*649] 

DISPOSITION 

The judgment is affirmed.

McConnell, P. J., and Haller, J., concurred.
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